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Here is the publisher. 

The publisher picks the author.  

The author will write the book. 
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The publisher
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Here is the author. 

The author has a lot of ideas. 

She picks one to write about.

The author makes a plan. 

Then the author writes the story. 

idea write it
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The author

The Fun Zone

We played 
pinball.

Froggy and Mommy
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idea write it edit it

Here is the editor. 

The editor reads the story. 

The editor can fix mistakes. 

The editor helps make the story better.
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The editor

[The Fun Zone, Lucy Elijah] 

 

[page 14] 

“Mommy! 

Can we take pictures” 

I had asked. 

[page 15] 

Mommy said Yes! 

so we took pictures. 

[page 16] 

It was a very good day! 

 

?

We had a blast!

cap

cap
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idea write it edit it design it

Here is the designer. 

The designer thinks about  

what the book will look like.  

What will the words look like? 

What will the pictures look like?
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The Fun Zone

Written by Lucy ElijahIllustrated by Hannah Wood

Illustration: Frogs jumping 
on trampoline. There were many things to do.“Where do you want to go?” 

Mommy asked.

Illustration: Frogs looking 
at all the activities to do at 
“The Fun Zone.”

The designer
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Here is the artist.  
The artist makes a sketch 

for every page in the book. 

A sketch is a fast drawing.

idea write it edit it design it

The artist
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sketch it The sketches
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The designer looks at the sketches. 

The designer can ask for changes.

Now the artist can draw the pictures.

idea write it edit it design it
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Can you see the differences  
between the sketch and the picture?

sketch it draw it
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idea write it edit it design it

Here is the printer.

The publisher sends the story  

and the pictures to the printer.

The printer prints big sheets of paper. 

The printer cuts and folds the paper 

to make books.
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sketch it draw it print it

The printer
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Trucks take the books  

to schools and libraries.

Finally, here is the book!
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